
   WEST BRIDGFORD MONARCHS HOCKEY CLUB                               
 

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting 
Wednesday 1 May 2013 

 
President Richard Bonsall chaired the meeting. 47 members in attendance.  
 
1. Apologies 
Apologies received from Liz Taylder, Rich Shaw, Emma Shaw, Graham Lockwood, Chris Berry, Ben Docherty, Helen Brown, 
Paul Sibley, Dave Sandercock, Dave Ryan, Brian Jones, Jon Clewes, Clive Notman, Fred Notman, Gemma Rolley, Alex 
Henwood, Liz Henwood 
  
2. Minutes of the last A.G.M. – The minutes were signed as correct. 
 
3. Matters arising – No matters arising 
 
4. Reports 
a) President – Richard Bonsall 

So where to begin. When Naomi originally asked me to be president last year I was of course extremely honoured to be 
asked. However it was over the course of last year’s AGM listening to all the reports of success that I realised that I was taking 
on what many people may have considered to be a potential banana skin.  

Last Season we had done so well, with 4 teams finishing 1st, 5 teams finishing 2nd and a total of 7 teams getting 
promoted. Yes, 2 teams got relegated but we can gloss over that! At the time it was very hard to see how we could top that this 
season but as you know we have done. This has turned out to be an amazing season to be a member of West Bridgford Hockey 
Club and I will leave it to the various captains to describe it in detail. However, the highlights obviously include the Men’s first 
team reaching the National League for the first time in our history and both the Ladies 1s and the Men’s 6th team winning their 
leagues with 100% records. Plus no-one has been relegated! This year has also shown the importance of our junior set up with 
the celebrations for 25 years of junior coaching and it is fitting to think that about 9 out of the current first team squad came 
through our junior development. It is a huge credit to Bob and all the coaches for all their hard work and long may it continue. 
Next season will bring uncharted territory now that the Men’s first team have reached National League as next season over half 
their games will be played on a Sunday. It is important that as a club we get behind them and try to get along to support them on 
a Sunday as often as possible as it is likely that unless people make the effort they will have very little chance to see them play.  

In my view as well we should be wary of making the same mistakes as many other clubs have done to their detriment 
once they have reached National League and we must also ensure that our traditions of being an amateur club and the most 
social club in the Midlands if not the country are maintained. Anyway all I can say is that it has been a privilege to be President 
this season of the best club in the Midlands  
 
b) Chairman – Geoff Bail 

Last year I was sitting here and thinking “it doesn’t get better than that!”, how wrong can you be? I had just returned 
from the NHA AGM meeting and had worn myself out. At that meeting they hand out the pennants for League champions and 
promoted Clubs, and I was very unpopular with the other Club representatives as I was up and down so often collecting our 
winnings that I had to ask Andy Barnes if he could do it in bulk. 11 awards isn’t bad, Beeston had 1, and ended up as EHA 
National Club of the Year. Go figure 

After a year like that most people would expect us to follow it with our usual  ‘had a bit of a struggle playing at the top’ 
‘yoyo season’ where things slide back to where they were, but not this time. Not only did we put out a tenth team but we have 
surpassed ourselves in all areas, details of which will become evident as the team captains deliver their reports.  
So what has changed? The truth is not a lot. We have just continued to build on the firm foundations that hold up the Club, 
principles of grass roots amateur hockey for everyone who wants to play, supported by a great bunch of people who are 
prepared to put in the effort of umpiring, coaching, cooking, organizing, washing up, captaining, inspiring, planning, counting, 
picking up litter, driving to games, pulling pints, cleaning toilets, mending light fittings, unblocking drains, digging silt off the 
car park, running the bar, talking to mums, going to meetings. And why do they do it? Because they love the sport, the Club and 
their friends. Here is a quote from possibly the first ever sports psychologist Aristotle .. “You are not born excellent by nature, 
you become excellent through what you frequently do.” With promotion to the National League we will have some new 
challenges to meet, but I am confident that these will make us stronger if we carry on doing what we are good at.  
THE CLUB IN THE COMMUNITY 
During the season we have been actively involved in promoting hockey beyond our usual sphere of influence. Bob and his team 
of trainers have been working with increasingly larger numbers of juniors on a Sunday morning which bodes well for the future. 
Bobs’ 25 years of Junior Coaching was a distillation of all that is great about the Club, with a fabulous turnout of ex-juniors on a 
sunny Saturday all enjoying playing hockey as you would expect. The fact that our junior program has turned out such a great 



number of excellent players makes us very proud, many in our 1st team are home grown and so many others are out there 
promoting hockey throughout the Country and of course the World with Helen. That is a great legacy for the program. 
CLUB PLAYING HEALTH CHECK 
I would like to commend to you the work of our inspirational Club Captains who have been enormously enthusiastic this season. 
They will no doubt modestly tell you how brilliantly they have been! 
SOCIAL EVENTS 
Another good year with bar profits the highest ever. Socially, all the usual activities were evident, with a few special additions 
from Richards fertile mind. Thanks to Emma and Richard for another great seasons hard work, the Dinner Dance was most 
enjoyable, and I think that Derek Randall has become our DD home. 
TOURNAMENT 
Great weather at the tournament just about summed up the Club this season, good hockey, great people, good food and drink 
and a brilliant atmosphere. Nobody does it better. 
IN CONCLUSION 
It is important that we continue to remind ourselves of why the Club has been successful and that we cannot be complacent 
about the future. Coaching is fundamental to our future, as is a continued willingness to get involved in the support activities 
which are all a part of club life which is often forgotten about – please get involved, offer to help -  it is your club.  
KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON 
 
c) Treasurer - James Cashmore 

The following are items worthy of highlighting in the accounts I have prepared for this meeting. 
Playing costs are up by over £2,000 compared to last year. This is largely due to the rise in pitch costs of over £9,000 which was 
expected and I will discuss this in more detail later when I talk about subscription rates. The rise was offset by an increase in 
match tax receipts although a lot of this is a surplus made by the juniors on Sundays. Also we have saved by not employing a 
coach for ladies’ 1 this season. The cost of balls this season shows a very big rise which must be the cost of our success. 
Website costs were high last season as we did a big catch up after Geoff had not been reimbursed for several years. Kit for re-
sale are up as it includes the tops for men’s’ 1 & 2 but receipts are up as well. 
Bar receipts show a significant increase reflecting the hard work Derek puts into supplying us with a good selection of beers 
each week and especially at beer festivals. We also had a price rise at the beginning on this season but on these results Derek 
hopes not to have one at the beginning of next. Subscription income is up as we have an extra team and a lot of effort was made 
by selection committee to ensure that all regular players had paid. The rise in club kit sales reflects the men’s tops already 
referred to. Room income is down as this season we only had one team hiring compared to two last season. Our social events 
produced some profits and some losses but many were affected by the very long and cold winter which has hopefully now come 
to an end. The clubhouse costs seem to have stabilised and hopefully utility prices will not show increases in the future like 
those inflicted on us in the past. The balance sheet remains strong with not much change from last year. 

Finally some of you may have noticed an extra sheet at the back of the accounts which focuses on the pitch costs we 
have paid for the last three seasons and what is expected next season. To me our pitch costs are the main driver on where we 
need to put our subscription and match tax rates as you can see the increases we have paid this season and we can expect to pay 
next. In fact we anticipated these increases from 2009/2010 but the school did not start charging them until 2012. I therefore 
built up a reserve which is the bottom line of the analysis and it now stands at £15,000. We can use this from next season to help 
us pay the extra pitch costs as after all that is what we put up the subscriptions and match tax to fund. However we do not want 
to use it up too quickly so on the basis that an extra £10 on subscriptions brings in about £1,500 I propose that next seasons rates 
should rise to £90 for a full member with £45 for students and unemployed and £20 for juniors. This will give us about £3,000 
extra a year which together with the reserve will mean that we can hold these rates for the next three years and cover our extra 
pitch costs. I do not expect match tax to change form the existing £10, but to be discussed by Committee in May.   

On behalf of the Committee, James proposal for subscriptions next season is for them to stay at the same rates as this 
season I.e. £70/35/15(Junior)/10(social), Bob Douglas seconded.  
 
d) Social Secretary – Martin Ebsworth on behalf of Rich Shaw 
Curry and Quiz 1 - well attended. 
Beer Festival 1 - well attended takings were in order of £5,047 for the weekend. 
Fines Night - limited attendance (bad weather didn’t help). 
Ceilidh - 71 people bought tickets up but we made a still loss of £252 (bad weather hampered ticket sales). 
Curry and Quiz 2 - attendance was poorer than for C&Q 1 due to poor weather. 
Beer Festival 2 - well attended takings were in order of £4,042 for the weekend. 
Dinner Dance - 112 bought tickets; however some teams were very poorly represented! Early signs suggest venue and food 
were good but service and band could have been better. Only made a loss of £146. 
Curry and Quiz 1 & 2 made a combined profit of £445. 
Dogs’ night made a profit of £600. 
It is worth acknowledging that the bar has had a very strong season with record takings of £34,000 at 50% gross profit and again 
thanks to Derek for all his hard work buying, selling and drinking!  
 
 



e) 1st XI Mens – Chris Collison 
P22 W18 D1 L3 F81 A38 Pts 55 CHAMPIONS AND PROMOTED TO NATIONAL LEAGUE 

A couple of new players in, and a solid Bridgy born and bred squad, and we were looking forward to the season, and 
hoping to beat the best finish of 2nd in my 14 years of playing at this level. Won first 2, but then lost next 2 against Lichfield and 
Rugby, but this then settled the team down. Two ex National league sides came up and we drew with Bournville and beat 
Barford, and then carried on with a winning run including coming back from 3-0 down v Saints, which took us up to fourth by 
Christmas. Second half, we beat leaders Lichfield 4-1as they argued with their coach, then Colly went on holiday as we had to 
play other top sides, but we beat Bounville and thrashed Rugby’s Polish contingent, although losing to Barford. This took us to 
top place, and a very nervous last few games with the pressure on, not helped by the weather postponements, but we just held 
our nerve and scrambled to wins including a 6-4 win against Saints and were crowned Midlands Champions by 3 points. Sam 
Curtis was player of season, Todd was top goalscorer, and Dom Halter stepped up to show his potential 
 
Doug thanked Chris Collison for his captaincy and his growing maturity, thanks to all our supporters esp Malcolm, and thanks 
to Nick as 2nd team captain for helping with players when needed and his efficiency and enthusiasm, plus all captains 
  
f) 1sts XI Ladies – Naomi Boulter 
P20 W20 D0 L0 F85 A12 Pts 60 CHAMPIONS AND PROMOTED TO MIDLANDS FEEDER EAST 
Well what a season it has been for the first teams of this fantastic club. Congratulations to the boys for getting promoted to the 
National League. We haven’t done too badly either getting promoted back into the Midlands feeder league. The league stats 
read100% wins. I’d love to say that those 60 points came from inspirational play. However, they came through sheer guts and 
determination to get out of the Notts league again. Our toughest challenges came from Worksop  and Notts Uni. The league title 
was won with 3 games to play when we nailed the uni and they could not catch us on points.  The challenge was then on to win 
them all. Obviously we did, with some ease.  

On to the Notts Cup. Ashfield Aztecs chickened out of the semi after we had annihilated them the previous week 11-0. 
Through to the final, which was put back after clashes and snow. Not sure how we did not close the game out in normal time 
when we threw away a 2-0 lead. Flicks, oh dear. All that practising for the last two training sessions really did not pay off.  Not 
a great end to H’s playing career!! 

The EH Vase was another tough competition. We had travelled to Liverpool Uni and pulled out a gutsy performance to 
end that game 5-4. We then walked all over Bloxwich after they scored an early goal. The semi-final saw us draw last years 
champions, Oxted. The game was all arranged and the snow hit. They gave me some abuse about cancelling, even suggesting 
that we could get the train down to play….mmmmm! They had bought lots of food as well. I love my food but not even that 
would have swayed me on that day! We finally made the 5 odd hours round trip to find nowhere to have a team talk except 
under some dodgy marquee. We lost rather disappointingly 2-1. And we also had crap teas of sandwiches!  
If someone had asked me at the beginning of the season, “do you want to win the league, or win the cups” league would have 
won every time. Of course I would have loved to close out the treble, or even the double, but I will take outright undefeated 
league champions anytime. Onto next season. I pass over my duties to Ellie who I’m sure will do a fantastic job. Contrary to 
several people’s beliefs, I am not retiring, just not being Captain or ladies secretary (although my body is crying out for me to 
stop!!). I would like to say a huge thank you to everyone who has umpired for us this season, especially Bob who has done more 
than his fair share. Big thanks to Derek. And a huge thanks to Geoff and Dave. Finally, a sad retirement of top goal scorer Helen 
Brown. Her presence will be massively missed in the 1s. Awooga. 
 
g) 2nd XI Mens – Nick Robinson 
P22 W13 D1 L8 F66 A47 Pts 40 FIFTH 
P  W  D0  L0 F A – NATIONAL 2ND X1 TROPHY FINALISTS 
        It is a reflection on the success of both the first-team and the rest of the club that we finished fifth in our league this year 
and this makes us one of the poorer performing sides in the club. In truth it has been a better season than the league position 
suggests with 4 clubs separated by only 3 points. However whilst at times we have been very good, consistency has been our 
problem. 

Highlights have included doing the double over Beeston again as well as beating Belper twice and the 7-3 win over 
Loughborough University. A number of our players have filled in for the first-team on occasions and did well and with the step 
up that they face next year it is important that Doug has the confidence that players can be called on when needed. It was 
particularly pleasing that Dom Halter got a chance as he is the first schoolboy to make it the whole way to the first-team for a 
couple of years. In addition the number of youngsters coming into the team has begun to increase with us putting out four 
schoolboys who had come through the ranks in the final game of the season and who all played as if they deserve to be at this 
level against runaway league champions Cannock. At the other end of the spectrum we are lucky to have a number of senior 
players who have the club at heart and their dedication to training and weekends is faultless. Will Good who was again the top 
scorer has now not missed a match in 2 years and Nat, Rob and Josh are also very dedicated. Special mention has to be made to 
Pagey who is easing back next year and has been great especially with the youngsters and also Chris Berry’s contribution to the 
second team over the last few years has been immeasurable. It is hard to say what the second team will be like next year and it 
may be that the anticipated influx of players impacts our team more than any other but the bulk of this year’s squad should still 
be around and so we are only likely to get stronger. We have our cup final on Sunday in Wakefield to defend the trophy we won 
last year and add to the clubs ever expanding trophy cabinet. 



 
h) 2nd XI Ladies –Liz Abba 
P19 W6 D2 L11 F30 A40 Pts 20 SIXTH 

After our promotion last year we were expecting a tough season and it was certainly that. We started well with a 5.3 
win against Beeston 4s then a mixture of wins and losses. Half way through the season Archie was asked to play 1s, a fantastic 
opportunity for her but a massive blow to the 2s, we lost our captain and our main striker. After a couple of nasty losses we 
managed to pick ourselves up finishing the season in 6th place with 6 wins, 2 draws, 11 losses and one game un-played due to 
the bad weather. Our best game was our last game, scoring 1/3rd of our total goals this season beating Notts Uni 2s 10-1, big 
thanks to H, Jo and Archie. I’d also like to thank the 3s that played for us, especially Sarah Tunney who after me ringing her 
managed to get to the pitch half an hour later, even though she’d finished work in the early hours of the morning and had work 
that afternoon, legend! Big find is Grace Thompson. Thanks of course to all the girls on the 2s and let’s hope that next season 
we can close the gap on 5th position as they were 10 points ahead of us, it really was a table of two halves. Thanks to Umpires 
esp Steve T 
  
i) 3rd XI Mens – Richard Bonsall on behalf of Graham Lockwood 
P22 W13 D4 L5 F68 A57 Pts 43 FOURTH 

Season for the 3s has been another success...a good solid position after promotion. Great wins vs Loughborough and 
Notts Uni. Fourth place a deserved position. Youngsters have come on again in particular Kahleel Seedat, Oscar Thompson and 
James Brockhurst who all came up towards the end! Special mention to Pete Sidwell our goalkeeper for the second half of the 
season, definitely at least second team standard. Also Charlie Wright has been brilliant all season and organized in my absence. 
The main thing from this season is that now the 3rd team should be looking to challenge for winning the league. If the club 
strengthens as a result of the first teams success all teams should benefit. If the 3s get a group of players who have the 
determination to win the league it is certainly possible. Availability is the key and no one expects everyone to be available every 
week but the amount of drop outs during the week needs to be less. The team could also benefit from more structured training 
together. I have never declared that any non trainers would be dropped but if winning the league becomes the realistic aim even 
if its ten minutes at the end of a club training session the team would benefit from this. This season has been a success but more 
importantly a stepping stone to better things next season. The future looks good for the team and the club if it continues in the 
friendly sociable but professional manner it is run today. Special thanks to Nick, Adam and Andy for helping me out when 
dropouts have occurred Friday or Saturday morning and any others that haven been impacted as a result and to Geoff and the 
rest of the selection committee for putting up with my continued absence from selection!! 

 
j) 3rd XI Ladies –  Jo Darby 
P18 W3 D8 L7 F18 A37 Pts 17 SEVENTH 

Last season I reported that I was a big fan of statistics after we won 16 of our 18 games and drew the other two, putting 
us way ahead of the rest of the field and gaining promotion for the team. This year, I was not quite such a big fan: played 18 
(although two were conceded by the opposition), won 3 (smart ones amongst you will realise that two of those will be from 
opposition conceding), and added to the draws, which put us in 8th place. The most telling one is probably the 7 draws, which 
were generally 0-0 or 1-1. These highlight the excellent work done by the defence this season in keeping the score tally down. 
Lucy Blyth kept it tight and well-organised and was ably supported by Alex Henwood and Lucy Bonnet. Early in the season we 
also had help from Dawn van Berkel, a newcomer from the uni, but when she moved up to the 2s Alex was well able to make 
the move from right to centre, a move which everyone had every confidence she would excel in, and she did. We were a little 
handicapped at the start of the season having lost our keeper, Gill, to a summer league injury, and the permanent short supply of 
ladies keepers meant many of us took turns in goal.   

However, those draws also highlight the difficulty we had in scoring goals. It didn’t seem to matter how much we 
shone in defence or midfield, put us in the D with a clear shot on goal and you could be pretty sure we’d fluff it! This was a 
team issue, and players who had last year scored goals easily just couldn’t find the mark this season. It was frustrating to be told 
several times by teams at the top of the league how hard we made it for them compared to teams several places above us, but 
then not be able to capitalise on the chances we created or the mistakes they made. But thankfully we get the chance to work on 
that in this league next year. 

Player of the season went to Lucy Blyth, deservedly, for her work as sweeper. Second place went to another club 
newbie in the shape of Alice Desforges, a junior who moved from South Notts to us. Alice is clearly built for running and 
jumping and there was not a player in the league who could match her for speed. She also showed fantastic improvement in her 
ball skills and team play over the season and we very much hope she continues with us next year. We are sad to be losing Alex 
Henwood to Bath Uni, as she is a great example of how the junior part of the club not only develops players skills on the pitch 
but also their sense of ‘team spirit’. We wish Alex all the best with her studies and hope she returns to us soon. We also say 
goodbye and good luck to Amy Verrinder. My thanks this season go firstly to the team for continuing to work hard throughout a 
challenging season, and especially to those who made it easier for me by taking on various jobs. Secondly to Pete Bonnet for 
again supporting us by being a regular umpire and helping at training, and to those who stepped in to umpire when Pete couldn’t 
make it. Finally, to Phil Elliot for taking on our training this season; the sessions were focused, with good variety and were 
really enjoyable. I appreciate we are not always the easiest to train as sessions can sometimes have more of a ‘coffee morning’ 
feel to them! And I imagine the results were as frustrating for you as they were for us. We really hope we can persuade you to 
do it again next season. So, we expected it to be tough, and it was. But when we got promoted three seasons ago we bounced 
straight back down again, so staying up, even if it’s by the skin of our teeth, is progress. 
 



k) 4th XI Mens – Adam Bush 
P22 W13 D5 L4 F75 A46 Pts44 SECOND 

From promotion my aim was simply to stay up, with a new team we started out shaky and lost the first game 3-2 after 
that we started to make significant headway and progression up the table. We had some slips along the way but for a new team 
in the midlands premier we were definitely showing our worth and then ended the first half of the season in dramatic style 
clinching the top spot by beating Cannock on their own turf 3-2. The 2nd half of the season seems a lot shorter in my mind 
despite all the snow. Unfortunately our hard work up till Christmas seemed to be our high point as we started playing sloppy 
games and losing points in poor form. We did however nail this problem down with a change of formation and some new faces, 
we climbed our way back to good passing attacking hockey and scoring goals. I’m very happy we got what we deserved in the 
end which is 2nd place. We didn’t lose to Cannock, but neither did we show our killer edge when we needed it in other games.  

The highlights for me personally this season was to see the progression of our youngsters. 3 youngsters started with us 
and within the season moved up to the threes, along with 1 of our more senior players who has showed what it is to be 
dependable and got a spot with the threes. The disappointment for the year was that whilst the 2 strikers got 71 goals between 
them last year they were down to almost half that this year with Dan Smith getting 21 and myself getting 17. On the plus side we 
have more people scoring more goals as well, with our next goal scorers on 7 and then going down. So at least me and Dan have 
learnt to share. Next season will bring some more changes as I expect to lose a couple more youngsters but to gain some good 
prospects, but mostly I’ll be looking at the giant slaying of 2 Cannock teams in their own backyard. 
 
l) 4th XI Ladies – Zena Oliver 
P17 W8 D0 L9 F41 A46 Pts 24 SIXTH 

A total of 8 wins from 17 games resulted in a 6th place finish in our first season in the league after promotion. Some 
good attacking hockey played with a mixture of juniors and experienced players which bodes well for next season. 
 
m) 5th XI Mens –Andy Holmes 
P22 W11 D4 L7 F62 A54 Pts 37 THIRD 

Where to start! This has been a fantastic season for the 5th team. 3rd place finish in the Midlands Premier is the highest 
finish on modern records. To put this in perspective, this team usually gets promoted from the East Midlands Premier and is then 
relegated the following season….a statistic backed up by the archives! Having captained the team in 2011/12 to promotion, I 
must admit to feeling apprehensive about a potential relegation dogfight again. However, as we began our pre-season matches, I 
recognised that this team (very similar to the previous years) had bonded and grown as hockey players. We knew what this 
league was about and with the experience we had, teams would need to beat us rather than us giving games away.  

A tough start included Beeston, Notts Uni and Cannock….and the grudge match versus our very own 4th team! As a 
team we realised we had played the tough games early on and despite sitting in the relegation zone, we had points to gather from 
the likes of Edgbaston, Leek and Sutton Coldfield. That is exactly what we did and by Xmas we had thundered up the league 
with 5 wins and a draw in the previous 6 games….not bad for a bunch of oldies with a couple of youngsters!! The second half of 
the season followed a very similar pattern, although the schedule of games was thrown with the weather we all incurred. It was 
disappointing to face a ‘new look’ Notts Uni team towards the end of the season, especially as we gave up family time to agree 
to a 5pm Sunday match away. All we ask for is honesty and fairness….our feelings made known to the league secretary in a 
relaxed manner. Whilst we yoyo’d around 3rd and 4th place….eventually we made it into 3rd place. 
Special mentions must go to a number of players (although I could list everyone!!) 

• John Lovell – an experienced gent in goal who plays with real grit 
• Paul Gegg – in all honesty a different class, some of the tackling is sublime 
• Eddie Storr – new player who has fitted in like he’s been around 10 years and adds some real guile to the side 
• Turpo -enough said! 
• Jezza – a real club man who I would always want on my team….plus his dedication to the umpiring scene 
• The Youth – Simon Bennett, Ryan Glossop, Jacob Morton…all destined for greater things 
• Vice-Captain (Martin Ebsworth). Thanks for all your support and tactical sense! 

I have played hockey for many years as a youngster and for the last 4 years after a 10 year gap….and this is the best team spirit I 
have ever known. It’s that way because we all work to make it happen. Great team, great season….3rd place! 
 
n) 6th XI Mens –Nick Hemm 
P18 W18 D0 L0 F109 A12 Pts 54 CHAMPIONS AND PROMOTED 

Yes its another over the top 6th team report! Buckle up! It’s a multi-media presentation 
You might not have heard but we are the champions in our league this season, actually we were the first Bridgford team to gain 
promotion, I just couldn't resist the tune, there's one or two more to come!  
In the beginning everything might have been so different for a start off I never wrote a team ethos because it wasn't clear then 
that we would have enough youngsters to even be a development side. I need not have worried because over the season we have 
played with 10 talented and determined youngsters. Once again I was ably supported by the usual older suspects and it is due to 
their wonderful support that we have played attractive hockey whilst developing a superb team spirit. 
I thought that it was a remarkable performance for any team to win every game in their league so I looked into it and the 
 MRHA runs 33 leagues with 354 teams in them and we are one of only 4 teams (2 of them Cannock) that won every game this 
season, this means that only 1% of all the teams in all the leagues had the success we had. Obviously we could only ever play 
the teams in the league we were in and if we played well we would beat them, if we were good we would beat them very well 
which is what we did and we achieved this with half a team of inexperienced but improving youngsters which makes me even 



more proud of our success. To illustrate our season I will refer to just  3 games to show you that it wasn't as straight forward as 
some of the scores have suggested.   
Our first game was at Becket. We were playing the better hockey but just like last season we couldn't score and then suddenly 
out of the blue Nottingham scored! We didn't panic since Tevez was causing them problems and Jono mesmerised them with his 
mazy runs. No crutches back then! Eventually our pressure told and Ben Shaw equalised with what I can only describe as one of 
the slowest shots to ever cross a line. Seriously if you tried a slow motion replay I swear you wouldn’t see it move. At half time 
it was 1-1 even though we had had all the pressure, we just couldn’t score!  It was time for my first stirring team talk of the 
campaign. It was full of the usual insightful ideas, tiny tweaks here and there which I felt would improve our game. With our 
loins freshly girded and armed with the new peals of wisdom we stepped out to do battle still determined to win. Five minutes 
later we were 3-1 down and in deep trouble! It was so much like last season it was frightening. I was convinced that we were 
going to loose our opening game even though everyone was doing their best it just wasn’t clicking, then amazingly everything 
changed! We took charge; moving the ball around beautifully, down both wings and round the back and as we tore into them the 
goals started to come faster than I could count but by far the best was Tevez’s hat trick goal.The ball came down the left and 
was sent across the D where Tevez dived full length diverting the ball off his out stretched stick into the back of Nottingham’s 
net. It was magnificent, we were magnificent! 

Our second league game of the season promised to be a more difficult proposition at Belper. We knew that they would 
be tough team but we were ready to compete right from the whistle. The midfield was very competitive but luckily we had Pat 
Cross who was making a cameo appearance for us on his way to the 3rds. Ben and Simon caused problems up front and Belper 
could see that they were in for a difficult afternoon. Their danger man was a midfielder who was clearly better than our league 
and who could dribble through everyone. We fought our way to half time where I reinvigorated the team with the usual words of 
wisdom. I told them that their midfield player would dribble round us all if we weren’t careful but Pat proved me wrong in the 
second half. As Belper's best player got more frustrated he became less and less effective. Unfortunately as the 2nd half began I 
realised that I had left our two short corner injectors on the side line, whoops, I told everyone not to worry since we were 
unlikely to get a short whilst they were off. My knowledge of the game certainly shone through as we promptly got 3 shorts 
scored a goal and went 1-0 up. We fought hard to keep our lead and we did very well to keep them down to a minimum number 
of attempts which left Zak paying about £1 for each save he made,  he only pays £3! It was a superb result which soon was lost 
in a sea of great results. 
I was critical of some of our performances despite scoring lots of goals I was always looking for improvements which meant at 
Monday night selection meetings the other captains thought that I was rather grumpy about our magnificent wins I expected that 
we would get better after Christmas as we have traditionally done.  However I would have allowed myself to have enjoyed the 
first half of season much more if I had realised what the 2nd half was going to be like! Snow, abandoned games, refusals to play 
us, injuries to some players; who would have thought a walk in Derbyshire could be dangerous! Some players were moved on to 
higher teams so less were available. Also no matter how hard I tried to ignore it, the desire to win every game got under my 
skin! After Christmas then, apart from cancelled games due to the weather, both Belper and Burton decided that not playing us 
was a safer option for them, both were happy to give us a 3-0 victory. That's how awesome we had become! Ironically on both 
occasions we were really struggling to get a side out, once we were even ready to travel without a keeper! The season eventually 
continued  on a cold wet Sunday in a dismal Worksop. The score doesn't tell the whole story. Each of our victories has had to be 
worked for, goals had to be scored and opposition attackers nullified. As the season  progressed the need to win every time hung 
heavy over each game making it necessary to regurgitate the ‘we must not be complacent’ team talk each time. North Notts had 
some very large forwards and a simple game plan of belt it up to them and they would do the business, I am sure that this tactic 
worked against many teams but Jake soon got their measure and they only got one shot off in the whole game. We opened the 
scoring after about 10 minutes but North Notts charged back at us gaining a short corner. I stopped it on the line but with my 
foot! The penalty flick was well despatched and we found ourselves in the unusual position of being 1-1, borderline panic! We 
had not been pegged back all season! Couple that with some dodgy early umpiring decisions we were looking a little fragile and 
we all had to dig in to keep in the game. However we persevered and our forwards led by Simon started to score, like they 
always had done this season!  We went in at half time 4-1 up but not yet totally in control. I told the team to be ready for a North 
Notts onslaught at the beginning of the second half. Once again I had my finger on the pulse since we promptly scored 4 goals 
in under 10 minutes which, not surprisingly, took the wind out of their sails. We overwhelmed them finishing the game 11-1 
winners. However North Notts were ‘happy’ as they thought they had improved because we beat them 12-0 the first time round! 
The weirdest goal in this game a penalty flick, once it was awarded most of our team disappeared out of the D then, as the 
drizzle, cleared Jon Wells stepped forward! I would like to report that the flick shot into the top right hand corner like a bullet 
but it didn’t, I don’t think it got off the ground actually, but it found the backboard, just! However this was still more successful 
than any of our short corners. We got about 15, none of which we controlled, in fact  they were so poor that North Notts began 
playing the ball onto their own feet in their D because our shorts were as good as a 16 to them!  

After the dust settled on our season we have played 18, won 18, scored 109 goals and let in 12, we couldn't  have done 
much better, but we did only manage a 97 goal difference! Even with that none of our players got enough goals to win the goal 
scorers trophy we just spread them around too much, only 4 players failed to score which included me and the keeper! Tevez 
was our top scorer with 21, Ben Shaw grabbed 19 and Simon Good netted 17 times not to mention Richard Barton who scored 
16 in just 5 games. Everybody associated with the 6ths agreed we have had an unprecedented season but above all the thing that 
matters the most is that everybody had great fun whilst playing good hockey. Thanks for the chance to let everybody hear what a 
fantastic season it has been 

 
o) 7th XI –Richard Bonsall   
P20 W13 D0 L7 F73 A30 Pts 39 FOURTH 



After the battles to avoid relegation of previous season this one was the opposite as at one point we were actually 
dallying with the possibility of promotion although in the end that was not to be. The reason for our good performance this 
season is that we have had probably our strongest squad with several players coming back to the club after some time out 
including Josh Holmes, Steve Middleton and Ben Lambourne, plus several new players including Graham Ward and Brad 
Wright who have all contributed massively to our performances this season.  

Unfortunately though our slow start to the season in the end cost us dearly as in the first two games against Leicester 4s 
and Beeston 6s we took two goal leads only to throw them away 4-2 and 5-4 respectively. Despite then winning a couple of 
games we had another setback against Loughborough Town 4s where we lost 2-1 against one of the most annoying teams we 
came up against this season. It didn’t help that Alistair Hunt only got to the game at about half time as his satnav didn’t accept 
postcodes so sent him to the wrong street in Loughborough! However after that we started to find our feet and along the way 
won 6-1, 6-1 and 9-0 to end the first half of the season in second. We took this form into the second half of the season and had 
satisfying wins against Leicester 4s and Loughborough Town 4s, although we did lose to Beeston in a very close fought game 
and lost away at Rugby who do appear to be a bogey team for us. Our good form continued to the end of the season but in the 
end it was not good enough and we had to settle for fourth. 

Nevertheless this season has had plenty of positives with 13 wins, 73 goals for and 39 points. It also shows that 
hopefully the sevens can go on next season and do better and possibly get promotion. Finally as you may have noticed from the 
AGM Agenda I have decided to step down as captain of the 7th team. After 15 years as a captain (8 years for the 8th team and 7 
for the 7th team) I have decided I would like a break and to just enjoy my hockey again. Anyway I would just like to thank 
everyone who played for me this season and all that played over the years. 

  
p) 8th XI – Mike Barnes  
P18 W5 D2 L11 F33 A61 Pts 17 SIXTH 

Having been promoted, at the start of the season there were two aims: Firstly to show that we were good enough to stay 
up; secondly to avoid shipping loads of goals, as that would not have been enjoyable. We achieved both those aims and might be 
said to have done better than expected. The Division divided naturally into two. By finishing 6th we topped the second tier 
(excluding the 2 Blank teams); a higher finish than we anticipated. There were only three games when we conceded more goals 
than was tolerable and those games were not enjoyable. On the other hand our overall Goals Against tally was significantly 
lower than those below us. What held us back was our inability to get away shots on goal and a tendency to lose the ball on the 
edge of the opponent’s “D”. Our Goals For total was comparatively low. Simon Gill scored half of them and earned an assist for 
most of the others. At the end there was a 14 point gap between us and the team in 5th position. A few more goals would have 
changed the results of several matches and would have brought us much closer to the team above. 

On a positive note, as the season progressed we started to develop some pleasing passages of play, particularly down 
the right wing, which raised the spirit of the whole team and kept us going, even through the difficult games. Every player has 
shown commitment and it has been an honour to captain such a willing band of players. The aim for next season must be to 
consolidate our position and close that gap on the top tier. Thanks to all involved. 

  
q) 9th XI –Brian Jones 
P20 W12 D2 L6 F53 A27 Pts 38 THIRD 
 This season has rather mirrored the last 2 years. We have begun with lots of good games and great victories but then 
right at the end we couldn’t sustain our effort and yet again finished third in the league. Maybe one year we can hold onto our 
better kids and keep our adults fit. In all 39 people played in our 29 games, and we did score in every game, but I wish Brian 
Carr could save his goals for the top of the table clashes. Brian scored 22 goals, followed by Paul Burrell with 12 will Bailey 
Corker, Jack Rhodes, Will Collington and Ash Truiz all scoring a few each. It was good this season to see the progress of our 
youngsters, and who knows, maybe eight or nine of them could be playing for the first team in years to come, just like this year 
(well done Dougie). Finally I would like to thank all the adults, especially Chris, Jimmy and Steve who have played for me and 
put up with my shouting from the sidelines…I hate being a non-playing manager, but hopefully I will have a less eventful 
summer this year and get fully fit to play in the easy games  
 
r) 10th XI –Bob Douglas 
P20 W7 D3 L10 F32 A44 Pts 24 NINTH 
 Well, it was with some trepidation that I approached this season.  Having persuaded our committee that we should try 
to start a 10th XI, I failed to persuade anyone else to captain the team and was therefore left to do it myself.  With the usual 
encouragement from the league (ie absolutely none) there was a fair chance of being left with a lot of egg on my face. 
So the main objective was not to get hammered (well not until after the game) every week.  This we achieved, so much so that 
by Christmas the objective had changed to creating more chances, scoring more goals and having a better playing record than in 
the first half of the season. We did most of that ending up winning seven and drawing 3 of our 20 games.  We came 9th out of 11 
in the league but 1 more win would have put us in 6th.  35 players used in all, 15 played 10 or more games, James Walton and I 
played every game, Nathan Stuttard 18.  As I didn’t note down the scorers in each game, I’m not sure who scored most goals but 
I think it was Tap in Tony and/or Kev Campbell with 5 or 6.  My Player of the Season is Cameron Bowie, but it could have been 
any of the youngsters. 

Highlights were mainly fightbacks, first half of the season beating the Grizzlies 3-2 (if we played the same game 
another 99 times, they would win each time), fighting back to draw 2-2 at Nuneaton, fighting back to beat Boots 4-2, the main 
highlights though were the terrific team spirit and the development through the season of all the youngsters. Thanks to the senior 
players for putting up with my half time rants (and indeed my during the game rants) and for being so supportive and to fellow 



team captains for not nicking my key players – at all levels of all clubs, without a core of experienced and capable players, you 
will get beaten heavily. 
 
s) Indoor – Did not enter  

 
t) Veterans –Mark Carroll 

Playing record is not great, played two lost two! This does not tell the story of our performances in the two games that 
we played. Our cup draw was away to Burton, and with over 30 players to choose from I was confident that we could take a 
strong team away and compete against a strong local team. How wrong can you be? We travelled to Shobnall with only 9 
hoping that a tenth man would arrive after completing an umpires course, but alas the notorious nine would have to play a squad 
of 14 on their own. The result was never really in doubt but the performance was strong, only succumbing as we tired and 
thanks to a hatrick of own goals from Clewes. Our next game was a home draw in the plate to Hampton and although we had a 
full squad with strength and depth throughout we found ourselves falling short and losing by the odd goal. New players a plenty 
for next year so hopefully a prolonged run in the competitions will be forthcoming. Also Played a couple of friendlies, and 
entered the Beeston and Sikh Union 6 a side league and cup in the summer 
 
u) Junior Boys  - Bob Douglas 
I thought that this year I could take as read all the stuff that we normally do and just highlight what has been different which is 
as follows: 

• Family Hockey Nights – a new venture, the idea being for parents to bring the kids, kids to bring their parents, 
coaching to be separate, no embarrassment.  Over 60 took part last summer (Olympic effect?) as we thought we would 
do it again this July/August. 

• Big Dribble – we support this England hockey promotion by getting loads of club members to the Old Market Square 
to entice passers by to have a go. 

• Rush4Health – at Rushcliffe Country Park.  We supported EH (1 of them 20 plus of us) in making hockey the best 
sporting exhibit at this event.  Again, we will be going this year. 

• Hockeyday – thanks to Helen R and Kate W attending this was the best yet. 
• 25 Years of Hockey – last Saturday, we enticed about 100 juniors, former juniors, club members to take part.  Loads of 

photos are on Facebook. 
• Extension of WBHC Certification Scheme to 2 levels. 
• End of Season Junior Tournament – with well over 100 taking part and an enormous number of parents and youngsters 

staying for the presentations, eating 51 pizzas between them. 
• Competitions – entered a lot but didn’t win anything and were a bit disappointing in both boys and girls U12s.  Boys 

U18 showed what could be done by beating Lichfield in the cup and giving Cannock a real fright before losing 2-0. 
• Oh and we coached on Sundays and Wednesdays throughout the season. 

Room for Improvement Still 
• Although our junior teams are becoming increasingly competitive we need to become more “professional” in 

tournaments and competitions – need to appoint team managers and give them time and space to develop their teams 
(as in boys U18 where it has made a big difference). 

• We need to improve our links with schools – we don’t need more youngsters at the moment, but we need to get more 
youngsters to think about playing hockey. 

• I think that Pete has had a bit more support on Monday nights this past season, but we could still do better. 
Plans 

• Roll out certification scheme into the younger group and extend it to 4 levels 
• Possible in school coaching project to be followed by club organised primary school tournament (watch this space) 
• World domination 

Thank you 
• To all the lead coaches and managers – special mention this year to Lee, who has done a fantastic job with the 

goalkeepers. 
• All the helpers – adults and juniors, it’s been great to have 3 new junior helpers come in this season, which has helped 

to replace all those who went off to university start of the season. 
• Club members and team captains for buying into the club’s junior focus – and welcoming juniors into all the club’s 

teams, not just those that are meant to be developmental; 
• Brian Jones for his work with the Grizzlies – where he makes sure that our juniors understand that being part of the 

club involves stuff like washing up, glass collecting, socialising, etc, as well as playing hockey. 
And Finally 
We must continually strive to improve – as a junior section and as a club.  Sitting back and soaking up the applause for a great 
season is okay for a day or two, but then it’s back to business - what can we do better, what can we do differently, is there 
anything else we can do that would help us to improve, etc? 
 
5. Club Awards 
 
John Bassford Trophy for highest goal scorer  Will Good   
Roy Barlow Trophy for most promising schoolboy  Oscar Thompson  



Dave Nicholas Trophy for the most improved player Alex Marshall 
Arthur Sandford Memorial Trophy for 1st Team Player Sam Curtis 
A Vennett-Smith Trophy for the Player of the Year Chris Collison 
Ladies 1st team player of season                             Ellie Howatson                       
Ladies 2nd team player of season                           Lee Reynolds           
Ladies 3rd team player of season                             Lucy Blyth   
Ladies 4th team player of season                             Eileen Black                           
Most improved player from Ladies                         Claudia Southwell            
Junior girl player of season                                     Alex Henwood 
Top ladies goal scorer                                               Helen Brown 
WBMHC Trophy – Personality of the Year  Doug Stuart 
 
6. Election of Club Captains for 2013/2014 Season 
 
President – Naomi Boulter. I propose a person who has been Captain for 7ths/8ths for 15 year, has done a lot at Committee and 
has helped out the Ladies Section, particularly umpiring over the last few years. That person is Richard Bonsal 

 
New President – Richard Bonsal. It was an honour and surprise to receive the call, and a big thanks to the Club for proposing 
me 
Vice Presidents – Existing VPs re-elected en-bloc together with Naomi Boulter 

 
Team Captains 
The following were elected en-bloc, being proposed by Paul Sibley and seconded by Liz Abba  
Mens 1st Team  Chris Collinson   
   Doug Stuart will stand as manager 
Mens 2nd Team  Nick Robinson   
Mens 3rd Team  Chris Berry   
Mens 4th Team  Adam Bush   
Mens 5th Team  Andy Holmes   
Mens 6th Team  Nick Hemm   
Mens 7th Team  Mark Carroll   
Mens 8th Team  Mike Barnes   
Mens 9th Team  Brian Jones 
Mens 10th Team  Bob Douglas 
 
Ladies 1sts  Ellie Howatson  
Ladies 2nds  Liz Archer 
Ladies 3rds  Jo Darby  
Ladies 4ths  Zena Oliver 
Ladies 5ths  To be discussed over whether to enter   
      PROPOSER  SECONDER   
Veterans   Mark Carroll  Martin Ebsworth  Jon Clewes 
 
Fixture Sec  Mark Johnson/Lucy Blyth   Naomi Boulter  Mark Carrol 
Ladies Chair of Selection Loz Hemm  Naomi Boulter  Richard Cooper 
Ground Sec.  Tony Johnson  Jon Gilbert  Andrew Barker 
Umpire Sec.  Doug Stuart  Glyn Abba  Richard Cooper 
Thanks for their hard work to all members who have retired from their positions and congratulations to the new members 
 
The following were elected as officers for 2013/2014 season: 
      PROPOSER  SECONDER 
Chairman  Geoff Bail  Ian Johnson  Naomi Boulter 
Secretary  Martin Ebsworth  Clive Harrison  Richard Bonsall 
   Liz Abba  Clive Harrison  Richard Bonsall 
Treasurer  James Cashmore  Richard Cooper  Mark Johnson 
Social Sec.  Caroline Gates  Lee Reynolds   Liz Abba  
   Richard Shaw  Lee Reynolds   Liz Abba  
Junior Organiser  Bob Douglas  Pete Bonnett  Naomi Boulter 
   Liz Taylder  Pete Bonnett  Naomi Boulter  
Club Welfare Officer Jon Clewes  Andrew Barker  Doug Stuart 
Bar Organiser  Derek Wise  Glyn Abba  Doug Stuart 
Committee  Richard Bonsall  Martin Ebsworth  Geoff Bail 
   Dan Hammond  Clive Harrison  Bob Douglas   
   2 from Ladies Committee  
    



Scrutineers  Charlie Orchard  Geoff Bail  Ian Johnson 
   Dave Allison  Geoff Bail  Ian Johnson 
Clubhouse Manager Although not an official position, Martin Ebsworth with assistance from Mike Drinkwater 
 
Please note, none of the above positions is a paid job, and everyone gives their time and effort for free 
 
7) Development – Martin Ebsworth 
CLUBHOUSE 
Usual maintenance and minor repairs have been carried out, and thanks especially to Mike and Derek. We have slight issue with 
a hole in car-park with soil being washed away, which Geoff has been trying to get Severn Trent out to fix. The Day Centre 
behind us will become a Junior School next year, and there are proposals to introduce double yellows down Swithland Drive 
and no waiting/pelican crossing on Loughborough Road. We have objected, but think we are fighting a losing battle 
 
PITCHES 
Both pitches seem to be playing ok. The School goals, side fences and spectator area need a bit of tlc, and we will review with 
the School when we know that the pitch has been approved by EH for National League. You have heard about pitch costs at 
School but we still have a very good relationship with Becket and will be seeing if any more pitch slots come available. We have 
again reserved 12 to 5pm on Saturdays and Sunday mornings for next season. 
We are monitoring the planned pitch refurbishment at Rushcliffe LC (football based??), and there is early talk of new pitches at 
Ruddington School, Farnborough School in Clifton, on Meadows Embankment, and Boots are also planning to refurbish theirs. 
 
Finally, it is important to look after all these facilities and tidy up after us, put litter in bins etc so we keep pitches in good 
condition for as long as possible. Any ideas for improvements for players or spectators, please let me know 
  
8) Any Other Business  

• NHA AGM on 8 May 2013  and MRHA AGM was 30 April 2013 
• Beeston summer league/ Vets summer league/Ladies league  
• No demand for Mixed inter-club 6 aside on Thursday evenings in May and June. 
• Could captains please keep tabs on shirts and first aid kits.  
• New kit supplier should be on-line by September 
• Family hockey nights 
• 2nd XI Trophy final at Wakefield on Sunday at 2.30pm 
• CLUBHOUSE KEYS – Bob, Rich, Naomi 
 

Thanks for another excellent joint AGM, and for all who attended and took part 
 
The meeting closed at 9.46 pm 
 The first committee meeting will be held on the 3 June 2013  Venue to be TBC, but possibly Test Match 
   
A Holmes D Wise J Woodrow P Davis Ellie Howatson  
A Bush D Hammond J Cashmore P Elliott Caroline Gates  
A Mayor G Abba J Lovell P Bonnett Jo Darby  
A Marshall G Bail M Ebsworth R Bonsall  Lee Reynolds  
A Barker G Richardson M Hart R Cooper Melanie Hart  
B Douglas I Johnson M Carroll R Curtis Liz Abba  
C Collison J Dixon M Baker S Gauton Naomi Boulter  
C Garnham J Gilbert M Barnes S LeMottee Zena Oliver  
C Harrison J Carroll N Robinson S Thompson  47 
D Stuart J Flintham N Hemm    
   1 May 2013 ATTENDANCE LIST
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